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CAVEAT AUDITORIUM!

● The term ‘Linked Data’ is not use in its 
purest technical form throughout this 
presentation

● ‘Linked data’ is used to describe the 
connections and relations which are of 
use to the end user, not the technical 
representation of the data (as triplets etc.)

● In essence, ‘Linked’ is seen from the angle 
of the consumer of the data, not from the 
engineer who builds and provides the data 
infrastructure



The future of linked data is bright and it will empower and 
simplify information sharing.

● ...getting on the top of the mountain is hard

● … and jumping requires trust in the cape...

To translate this to our less risky reality:

● A lot of players are involved in establishing the 
linked aspect of the data

● The infrastructure in which is is provided to the 
beneficiary defines how much value can be 
derived from it



Digital Science and linked data

‘Linking on to it’ 

● E.g. Altmetric associates 16.7 million research 
outputs with 158.7 million mentions (on social 
media, news and blogs)



Digital Science and linked data

‘Helping linking it’ 

 
● GRID as persistent identifiers for research 

organisations
● Currently  99,609 institution records
● Dimensions API includes the matching 

capabilities to allow to resolve affiliation data
● Currently used as the basis for ROR

● https://grid.ac 

https://grid.ac


Digital Science and linked data

‘Making use of the linked data’ 

● Applications like Elements make use of linked 
data to support universities to plan and manage 
their research activities and outputs



Digital Science and linked data

‘Aggregating and linking it’ 

● with Dimensions where we are aggregating, 
curating and linking the largest research 
information dataset currently available



1-5 years from grant to publication immediate 2-3 years years years decades
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Policy docs

A much broader information landscape is available!



… and how that looks in Dimensions
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Harmonised and curated data - see results without having to 
align the data first
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Example of publication detail record in Dimensions

● Largest amount of links realised by indexing of 81M 
full-text records with noun phrase detection

● E.g. the detected noun phrase "stable chronic obstructive 
pulmonary disease patients" links 825 publications, 1 
grant and 6 clinical trials and 6 policy documents together
   



●

● Disambiguated authors (taking ORCID ID into account)
● Affiliations/organisations resolved to GRID

●

● Document history linking preprints and publication dates
● Links to supporting funders through acknowledgement 

section mining

● Related datasets with preview of data

● Different machine learning based classification systems 
based on the content of the article

● MeSH terms for article

● Citation count, derived indicators
● Altmetric indicators and score



●

● Cited publications with indicators

● Supporting grants linked to the publication

●

● References to clinical trials

● Related Policy Documents 

● Citing publications

● Citing patents



But how to serve the linked data up to 
users with different use cases, different 
levels of technical skills?



● Linked information is an incremental value, 
not a game changer

● Needs to be provided as additional context

● Relies on the user to ‘connect the dots’

● But no context and data in silos is not 
acceptable anymore!

● Dimensions with 116M publications and 
datasets and all the context on a record 
level is openly available

Discovery use case - the easy to use web application 



● Access to the linked data matters 

● Ability and skills to work with the raw data 
have increased tremendously with new 
technology advancing!

● With Dimensions, the underlying data is 
available together with the computing 
infrastructure - start within seconds!

● No new skills required, use SQL to explore 
the links or standard BI tools

● … and add your own linked data into the 
analysis!

Easy access to all the links - Dimensions on Google BigQuery

Analyse it 
together

Public datasets on GBQ, 
e.g. ChEMBL

Dimensions 
on GBQ

Your organisation’s 
infrastructure

Research information 
management system

Internal data (org 
structure, outputs etc.) 

Google BigQuery



2,212,574,878 of the most basic 
relations

From Relation To Count

Clinical Trials Author Researchers 323,063

Clinical Trials Cites Publications 400,755

Clinical Trials Funder Organisations 253,853

Clinical Trials Affiliations Organisations 1,677,585

Clinical Trials Is funded Grants 25,204

Datasets Author Researchers 11,539,400

Datasets Cited by Publications 2,000,147

Datasets Funder Organisations 1,708,718

Datasets Affiliations Organisations 4,381,033

Datasets Is funded Grants 1,709,400

Grants Grantee Researchers 7,792,978

Grants Affiliations Organisations 6,095,142

Grants Funder Organisations 5,714,237

Patents Researchers Researchers 2,219,748

Patents Cites Publications 9,928,789

Patents Cited by Patents 301,091,117

Patents Current assignees Organisations 44,142,419

Patents Funder Organisations 282,392

Patents Assignees Organisations 28,080,358

Patents Original assignees Organisations 67,576,475

Patents Funded by Grants 220,394

Publications Author Researchers 255,412,952

Publications Cites Publications 1,335,819,988

Publications Affiliations Organisations 85,190,166

Publications Funder Organisations 21,664,752

Publications Funded by Grants 15,923,666

Publications Cites Clinical Trials 1,400,147

● Only taking into account:

○ Person/researcher

○ Citing relationship

○ Affiliation/organisation

○ Funded by

● None of the classification or indexing related 
relations  included

● None of the relations which could be derived using 
ontologies mining the fulltext



A few example use cases



Research use case - the centre mass of research shifting 
through the centuries

● Motion of the centre of mass of research
production from 1671 to present day. 

● The centre of mass calculation is 
unweighted by citations or other measures 
and is based solely on the outputs of 
papers by institutions that appear in the 
GRID database

● https://arxiv.org/pdf/2101.09567.pdf



Research use case - the centre mass of research shifting 
through the centuries

● Motion of the centre of mass of research 
production from 1671 to present day. 

● The centre of mass calculation is based to 
outputs of papers by institutions that 
appear in the GRID database and 
weighted by citations



COVID-19 research - centre of mass movement in recent months

● Centre of mass for COVID-19 related 
research activities from January 2020 to 
Nov 2020

● The direction ‘East to West’ will most likely 
be reversed in the coming 24 months

● On a more serious note, this shows that a 
linked research information infrastructure 
allows ‘realtime bibliometrics’



Accessibility of linked data matters to many matters!

Can be replicated 
within seconds by 
everyone - without 
technical barriers, 

without tedious data 
preparation! 

The analysis were tapping into more than 1.4 billion relations - and 
only took a 30 seconds on a dataset with 116 million records



Economic impact based on 
patent citation analysis

● One of the links established: which publications 
are cited by patents

● If the publications of one organisation are taking 
into account, the organisation can quickly see 
which companies and other institutions are 
‘standing on their shoulders’ 

● Without ‘ready-made’ links, this is out of reach for 
most organisations

● With a linked data infrastructure, it takes seconds
○ As a simple SQL query
○ … or even as a dashboard summarising all 

the information



Supporting the publishing workflow - possible with a ready to 
go linked research information resource

Post publication

Monitor reception and indicators 
(citations, altmetrics)

Build up dynamically fueled author 
network

Monitor preprint activity of your 
authors

Monitor funding of your authors

Manuscript processing

Context for authors via ORCID or name 
matching

Context for research topic at host 
institutions

Funded grants and funders for APC 
eligibility 

Journals with semantically similar 
publications

Review process

Identify reviewers based semantic 
matching

Provide conflicts of interest for 
potential review candidates 
(co-author and institutional 
affiliation)

All possible with a few persistent identifiers and linked data - e.g. provided as Dimensions on Google BigQuery!



Creating real ‘Linked Data’ is 
possible...

● … but more a question of copyrights and 
interests!

● Digital Science realized for Springer Nature a 
Linked Data graph with appr. 2 billion triples 
using Dimensions as the basis



● … and while we cannot provide 
with  Dimensions a Linked (Open) 
Data set in the pure technical sense 
(yet)

● … the team is focusing on providing 
a versatile linked data ‘cape’ which 
suits many, which is safe and is 
easy to wear!

● … to make linked data speak so 
that we can understand the 
complex processes better and 
facilitate information sharing!



Thank you!

Christian Herzog
CEO Dimensions
c.herzog@digital-science.com
+49-171-5678917
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